Ecommerce

A professional online shop doesn't have to cost an arm and a leg.
You have decided to sell your products online and are looking for an inexpensive
and innovative solution?
Then the open-source software xt:Commerce is just the right thing for you.
xt:commerce is an ecommerce software developed with the EU market in mind.
With its extensive functions and scalability it is just as powerful as the commercially
sold software solutions on the market.
It's an ideal and cost-efficient solution, as there are no overpriced licence fees
involved to be part of this lucrative market.

Example - Easy Tao - Shop
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General features of xt:Commerce
Multiple currency support
Unlimited categories, sub-categories, and number of products
Possibility to choose sort order of categories and products
Show products in multiple categories via easy linking
Control of products on the starter page
Create notes (memos) for each customer
Create multiple administrators with different rights
Manage advertising banners
One click back-up function
Define multiple tax zones
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Marketing and Customer features
Manage customer groups, B2B and B2C in one shop
Sending and purchasing of vouchers possible
Analyse orders and turnover
Possibility to edit orders (add or change products or prices)
The following search engine modules are integrated
Froogle, Golem, Kelkoo, Geizhals, Milando, Preisauskunft,
Metashopper,Preissuchmaschine, ShopBoy, Billiger.de

Features of categories and products
Unlimited number of products and categories
Unlimited options and variations
Price grading, special offers, sales function
Automatically determine weight based price of delivery
Automatic creation of thumbnails
Unlimited number of pictures per product
Sell downloadable products
Unique pricing system, different prices per customer groups
Allocate different rights for products or categories (make them accessible to certain customer
groups)
WYSIWYG editor for product and category descriptions
Adult only rated products and customer groups

Some of the integrated payment modules
Advanced payment
Payment per invoice
COD – cash on delivery
MoneyBookers
PayPal
Click&Buy
LUUPAY
WorldPay
iPayment
SECPay
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Some of the integrated shipping modules
COD – cash on delivery
FedEx
Deutsche Post Worldnet
Österreichische Post
Swiss Post
Flat rate shipping
Per piece delivery costs
Pick up rate
Interested in what we can do for your business? Contact us, we will be happy to help.
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